(WITH SIX FIGURES)
Some years ago (1) the author described a recording potentiometer designed primarily to meet the requirements of flexibility so necessary in physiological work. A number of these instruments were built and are still in use. Ever since this earlier instrument was developed the writer has continued to improve and simplify until now one which is far superior in all respects to this first instrument has been constructed. This instrument is fundamentally a self-balancing potentiometer controlled by radio tubes. It differs from the earlier model, however, in being much more sensitive, stable, compact, and particularly mechanically reliable. All parts used in its construction are standard and only a minimum amount of machining is necessary.
The bridge scheme The increased simplicity of the new instrument is evident from its description and mode of operation. In figure 1 is given the schematic diagram of the bridge circuit. It will be noted that there is a fixed slide wire bridge of about 500 ohms connected in series with a fixed resistance of 300,000 ohms. The two free ends of this resistance combination are connected to the two terminals of an ordinary 1.5-volt (1,500-millivolt) flashlight dry cell. There is, therefore, across the slide wire bridge 500/300,000, or 1/600 of 1,500 millivolts, or 2.5 millivolts. The bridge has this fixed millivoltage value at all times. It will be noted in the figure that the traveling arm of the instrument is connected in series with a galvanometer and over to the input I.
If one now connects a potential between the inputs I and 1, the galvanometer will deflect either to the right or the left unless the contact arm of the bridge is just at the point of balance. Adjustment of the zero for any position on the bridge is obtained by turning the cap of the galvanometer. Thus zero is controlled by the simple device of bucking the potential on the bridge by a torsion of the spring suspension of the galvanometer. This arrangement gives three valuable char-acteristies. In the first place, it eliminiates one battery and two resistances used in the earlier inistrument to get the same control. Secondlv, it gives one an excellent check on the conditionl of the battery, for any variation of its output shows up immediatelv as a drift of zero. Thirdly, sinee a mechanical force is bucking an electrical force, any instability from thermocouple effects in the bridge eireuit will also show up as a drift of zero.
Referring again to figure 1, it is seen that any unknown between I and I, must not exceed 21 millivolts. If, however, one connects an additional resistance (Q) across inputs I and I, and then connects the I end of this resistance to the "a" end of the bridge and connects the variable arm to the galvanometer, an unknown of any potential may be measured. 2). These are a reversible motor, two radio tubes, and two photocells together with transformers, batteries, etc., to make these parts function.
Perhaps the most critical of these parts is the motor (M) for it was not until this motor was found that the present simplification of the earlier instrument became possible. This motor (Type PYAZ Barcol Motor, Barbor-Colman, Rockford, Ill.) is a small reversible induction motor with a 450 to 1 gear reduction built into the case. The starting mechanism of this motor conisists of two built-ini transformers. When the leads to one transformer are shorted, currenit flows through it and the motor runs in one direction. When the leads to the other transformer are shorted, current flows through it and the motor turns in the opposite direction. If both transformers have current flowing at the same time, the motor will either stall or move slowly in the direction of the transformer passing the stronger current. Even though both transformers are passing full current, the motor is so designed that it does not overheat and no damage whatever results. These electrical characteristics are extremely important; they eliminate the necessity for limit switches on the instrument, and render impossible any damage from attempted activation of the motor in two directions at one time.
It will be seen that the starting transformers are connected to the plates of the two radio tubes, while their coiunmon junction is connected to the cathodes of the same two tubes via the 110-volt source ( fig. 2) . The resistance 1 in series with this common connection prevents excessive current flowing through the tubes and motor. The tubes in this scheme essentially substitute for the shorting of the leads of the transformers mentioned above in that they allow current to flow, thus activating the motor in one direction or the other, depending on the grid charge within each tube. The tubes used are small gas-filled thyratrons, the common 2A4G of any radio store. These tubes, being gas-filled, are unaffected in their sensitivity by the ambient air temperature; they, therefore, give better control than the mercury-filled tubes formerly used. These tubes fire continuously with floating grid or zero bias. For 
Mechanical construction
In the present instrument the mechanical construction is simple and very reliable. This improvement is primarily due to the motor mentioned above. This motor has built within itself a 450 to 1 gear reduction. Consequently, a powerful torque is delivered to the power shaft. The mechanism to which this motor is attached consists essentially of two parts, a sliding mechanism with its track and three pulleys for moving the slider (figs. 4, 5, 6). In figure 5 site end of the brass slider. The power shaft of the motor moves 3 r.p.m. By selecting a suitable size of power pulley, one can obtain almost any speed of travel desired. A speed well suited for most purposes is full scale in 10-20 seconds. This slider device eliminates the limit switches because, when the slider reaches the limit of its run, it merely contacts the pulley and the catgut slips on the power pulley. The brass track also gives a simple and effective means of mounting the slide-wire bridge. It will be noted ( fig. 5 ) that the resistance strip is merely mounted in a nonconducting material and then the whole mounted on the under face of the dove-tailed slider track. It is held in place by two small screws at the ends. The connections for the bridge are shown in figure 6. Since the wire on the resistance strip www.plantphysiol.org on January 16, 2018 -Published by Downloaded from Copyright © 1945 American Society of Plant Biologists. All rights reserved.
will give thermocouple effects with copper, one must so design the system as to render these harmless. This is accomplished by unwinding, from each end of the stripping, wire sufficient to reach to the set resistance and the connection "a." The set resistance is soldered directly to the bottom of the bridge battery while the other end of this battery is attached back to connection "a." It is likewise necessary to unwind about two feet of this resistance wire from the resistance strip and make up the cable which runs from T (traveling arm) to connection "b." In this manner all unlike metal junctions are in close proximity beneath the brass slider track and ordinarily cause little trouble. However, as an additional precaution, a thermal shield (S) is mounted. under the brass track covering the battery and connections "a" and "b" (fig. 5 ). The two copper wires attached at "a" and "b" lead through the panel and connect to the galvanometer and resistance Q, thus completing the bridge wiring ( fig. 1 ). FIG. 6 . Front view showing pulley arrangements, sliding mechanism, and special wiring precautions to avoid thermal effects. Resistance wire shown in cross-hatched line.
The traveling contact (T) is obtained by mounting a heavy brass piece (T1) directly on the brass slider by means of a screw ( fig. 5 ). This same screw likewise holds the writing arm (T2). If one solders a flexible bronze spring to the heavy brass piece, it serves well to maintain contact on the resistance bridge. However, since the traveling contact (T) of the resistance cable mentioned above must be insulated from ground, it is necessary to wrap the end of this flexible spring with adhesive tape, and then wrap twenty or thirty turns of the resistance wire over this for the contact itself. This resistance wire takes solder very well, and it is easy to make a smooth sliding contact.
The paper carriage (figs. 4, 5, 6 ) is made with two vertical uprights held together by one spanner. Between these uprights are mounted three rollers. The lower one of these is a wooden mandrel to carry the roll of paper and is held in place by two wood screws. The second roller, turned by a small electric clock (C) mounted at the end, constitutes the writinlg surface, and can be any size depeniding on the speed of travel one desires. The third, small roller is an idler to hold the paper in contact. Clocks of almost any speed are available from 1 r.p.m. to one revolution per week.
The correct spacing of the galvaanometer, pilot bulb, and photocells is shown in figures 3, 4, and 5. This potentiometer fits in a stanidard metal radio cabinet 71 x 8 x 12 iniches. Its total weight is 22 lbs. The cost of all materials for its construction is about $50.00.
Operation of the instrument
The recorder is a delicate automatic potenitiometer in which a modified AWheatstone bridge is held oni balance by means of a mechanical system controlled by radio tubes. There is no conniiection between the bridge circuit anid the electrically-controlled balancingo circuit other than the reflected beam of light of the galvanometer. In actual operation the inistrument funcltions somewhat as follows: The travelino arim of the bridge is out of balance with the unknowni which causes the beam of light to fall oni one of the photocells. This activates in full the 2A4G tube which causes the motor to run. As the null point is approached, sufficienlt lioht strikes the other photocell to make the second tube activate intermittently anid flicker. Shortly thereafter, both tubes flicker, onie more rapidly thani the other. At complete balance, both tubes glow with a dull glow initerspersed with flickering.
This instrument caln be used equally well as a recordinig millivoltmiieter or micro-ammeter. It will be noted ( fig. 1 ) that, whatever the millivoltage placed across Q, it cani be made to cover any part or all of the scale bv adjtustmenit of this resistance. Anid, likewise, zero can be placed at anyv point on the scale. Onie can thus set the senisitivity to give anyv desired deflection for the unit under measure. The instruiment works equally well as a recording micro-ammeter. It has been used several years to record light iintensity.
In this work vacuum tube plfotocells located on a roof have served as the light-sensitive unit. These cells, although rated at 20 to 40 microamperes, are so filtered as to give less than 1 micro-amnpere for full sunlight at noontime. This low drain inisures extremelyv long life for the sampling unit. This work will be described in detail in a subsequent paper. The verv small eurrenit mentionied above is passed throuoh resistance Q and measured as a voltage drop across it. The variable arm is adjusted to give the desired foot-candle value per mm. This instrumenit has been used to measure temperature with a thermocouple, lioht with vacuum tube photocells, humidity with a wet-dry juncwtion thermocouple, and the usual potentiometric measuremenlts in hvdrog'eni ionl, electro-mietric titration, and polarigraphic anialy sis.
During the developienit of this inistrument some interesting difficulties were enicountered in stabilizino for low bridoe values. As ordinarilv run at 2.5 millivolts for the full 200-mmii. scale, the zero usually stayed withinl 1
